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ABSTRACT

Transient electrical potentials can be generated in plasmas by

utilizing impulsive mirror-generated forces acting on the plasma
electrons together with ion inertia to cause momentary charge

imbalance. In the Mirrortron such potentials are generated by
applying a rapidly rising (tens of nanoseconds) localized mirror field

to the central region of a hot-electron plasma confined between
static mirrors. Because of the loss-cone nature of the electron

distribution function the sudden appearance of the pulsed mirror

tends to. expel electrons, whereas the ion density remains nearly
constant. The quasi-neutrality condition then operates to create an

electrical potential the equipotential surfaces of which can be

shown theoretically to be congruent with surfaces of constant B. An

alternative way of generating transient potentials is to apply a

pulse of high-power microwaves to a plasma residing on a magnetic
field with a longitudinal gradient. This technique resembles one

employed in the PI6iade experiments. At gigawatt power levels,

such as those produced by a Free Electron Laser, the production of9

very high transient potentials is predicted. Fusion-relevant

, applications of these ideas include heavy-ion drivers for inertial

fusion, and the possibility of employing these techniques to enhance

the longitudinal confinement of fusion plasmas in multiple-mirror
systems.
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I) Introduction

An ubiquitous phenomena in plasma physics is the appearance

of ambipolar potentials. These potentials arise in response to a

disparity between the loss rates of electrons and ions from the
#,

plasma. They evidence themselves through the presence of static

"sheaths" and other familiar boundary effects in plasmas. The scale

lengths on which such sheath effects occur is typically a few Debye

lengths, and it is uncommon to find gradients in the static ambipolar

potential deep within a plasma.

This paper is concerned with a different form of space-charge
potential from the usual ambipolar potential, namely the creation of

: transient potentials and associated electric fields with!n the body

of a plasma. Such potentials have several perceived applications to
the fusion problem, including heavy-ion accelerators for use in

inertial fusion systems, and, as will later be illustrated by an

example, for the augmentation of confinement in "open" magnetic

| confinement systems.

To generate a transient space-charge potential by collective

effects within the body of a plasma at least two requirements must
be satisfied.

• A force must be applied to the bulk of the plasma electrons to

cause them to move with respect to the ions.

• The time scale on which the force is applied must be .short

enough that the ions cannot respond to the electric fields that

are associated with the transient potentials that arise.

The techniques to be described here depend on employing a

well-known effect in m_,gnetic'i mirror physics, namely the Iongitu o ,

dinal force experienced by a gyrating electron in the presence of a

magnetic gradient. Two ways to employ this effect in the genera-

tion of transient potentials will be described'

-2'
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1) The "Mirrortron" concept [1,2] in which one or more fast-pulsed
mirrors are superposed on the "base" magnetic field in a mirror

cell containing a low-density hot-electron plasma. In this

' concept the transient force on the electrons come',_ from the

pulsed mirror field.

2) The "RF Mirrortron" concept, in which a high-intensity pulse of
•_. microwaves at the electron cyclotron frequency is used to
!

abruptly change the perpendicular "temperature" of plasma
electrons residing on a magnetic gradient. This technique is a
transient version of one commonly used in microwave based

steady-state ion sources. Early work on this latter type of ion
source was performed by Geller [3] and co-workers in th e

"PI6iade" experiments of the 1960's.

In the case of the accelerator applications of the Mirrortron

and the RF Mirrortron, theory i,_dicates that very high accelerating

gradients, of order 10 to 100 MV/m or higher, can be achieved. Such

gradients are much greater th_,,n is possible with "conventional", i.e.,
vacuum-field ion accelerators.

The Mirrortron differs from other collective-field accelera-

tors, such as the "electron-ring accelerator" [4], in that it should be

possible to r.naintain, from outside the plasma, a high degree of
-: control over the internal space-charge fields, in fact, it should be

i possible to achieve a level of control over the acceleration and

focussing of an ion beam comparable to that possible with vacuum-
field accelerators.

II) The Mirrortron Ion Accelerator Concept

The theory of the operation of the Mirrortron has been

, described in previous publications [1,2]. In this report a summary of
some of the results of that theory will be given, with particular

emphasis on their applicability to the design of heavy-ion "drivers"
for inertial fusion purposes.



In brief, the operation of a Mirrortron is as follows' A low-

density (10 l° to 10 il cm'3), hot-electron (several MEV), plasma is
created in an elongated mirror cell capped by shallow mirrors.

Standard tecnniques, such as the use of two-frequency microwave

heating, as pi oneered by Dandl [5], and/or adiabatic compression can #

be used to create a hot-electron plasma at relativistic energies.

Special precautions must be taken .to insure that at the time the
Mirrortr_._n effect is to be employed the population of "cold"

electrons is small compared to.that of the mirror-confined hot-

1 electron population. Experiments, for example, those in the
I "Constance" mirror experiment at the Massachusetts Institute of
I

Technology [6], have shown that this latter objective can be
' achieved. By taking advantage of the slow (seconds)decay time of

the hot electron population following the turn-off of the microwave

power and of the gas source (the ionization of which created the
source of electrons and ions of the plasma), cold electrons are

expelled, leaving only the hot population.

Note that the distribution function of the hot electron popula-

tion created in the manner just described will of necessity be of the

"loss-cone" type, with the electron density approaching zero at the

peak of the bounding mirrors.

Having created a mirroroconfined hot-electron plasma the

generation of a high transient electrical potential by the Mirrortron
effect is accomplished as foilows'.

At a location between tile bounding mirrors a new, pulsed,

mirror field is turned on, typically within 10 to 20 nanoseconds. On

this time. scale the plasma ions cannot respond, so that their density

remains locally constant. The hot electrons, however, feeling the

repelling force of the pulsed mirror, begin to be expelled from the

region• At this point the quasi-neutrality constraint' steps in and a

region of positive ipotential is set up that traps the bulk of the hot

electrons in the potential weil. For such a situation the theory [1]
shows that to a close approximation the equipotentials of the space
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charge field are congruent with the contours of constant magnetic

intensity of the externally imposed magnetic field (dc + pulsed
field), lt also shows that the peak potentials are of order of the

electron temperature, i.e., millions of volts in a hot-electron plasma

with MeV-level temperatures. Figure 1, taken from Ref. [1]
illustrates this situation, presenting theoretical equlpotential

contours calculated for a situation where a pulsed field is applied to

a hot-electron plasma with a 2°5 MeV electron temperature.

= 1,3 MV
Plasma ¢_= 2.0 MV

' boundary _ = 2.7 MV
_b= 3.0 MV

i

Figure 1

Theoretical _ Equipotentials in a Mirrortron

lt should be noted that the situation just described could not '

have been achieved if the plasma electrons had had an isotropicq

rnaxwellian distribution. In that case, as the same general theoreti-

, cal arguments would have shown, to lowest order the resulting

potential would be near zero. Anisotropy of the hot electron distri-
bution is essential to the generation of high potentials by the
Mirrortron effect.



Assume that lt is possible to use the Mirrortron principle to

generate high transient potentials, localized in space and time, and

subject to precise control. ' To employ .this. capability in a heavy-ion
accelerator one would follow the same Prescription as is used in ion

linear accelerators employing radio frequency cavities. That is, a

series of pulsed mirrors would be employed .turned on in synchro-
nism with the arrival of a bunched ion beam. One can visualize

Mirrortron accelerators made up.of.a linear array of Independent

mirror cells, threaded by a common dc magnetic field. However a
more desirable embodiment would be a long mirror cell along which

are located many closely-spaced pulsed mirror coils. If these were

to be triggered o.n in a sequential manner, there would be created a
situation closely resembling a traveling "magnetic wave", at the

crest of which the potential would be maximum. The particle beam

bunch would then ride just forward of the crest of this potential

wave, like a surfer on. an ocean wave.

Further insight as to the theoretically achievable parameters

and the degree of control possible over the accelerating fields can

be obtained by examination of the scaling .laws [2] for such accelera-

tors. These scaling laws can be conveniently expressed in terms of

the magnitude of the pulsed field, &B, the mirror ratio, Rm, and two

plasma parameters, _, the ratio of the Debye length to the radius of

the plasma column, a, and 13, the ratio of the kinetic pressure of the

. hot electrons to the energy density of the (static) magnetic field,
2

Bo/8_.. In terms of these parameters the scaling law for.. the
accelerating electric field is given by the equation'

1

. E = _ s (13)1/2K AB F[Rm, AB/Bo] Statvolts/cm, . (1)

i •
where the function F is given by the expression

I
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f Ii tt¸,
FIRm,AB/Bo] = 2(2-Rra) 1 + L2"Rm.I i (2)

. 1 BoJ

' Evauated for Rm = 1,5 (where the analytical form for the loss-cone

distribution function [7] that was used to calculate the scaling law
applies), F is a slowly varying function of &B/B o, varying only

betweeT1 1.0 and 1.6 over the range AB/B o = 0 to i,5. In Eq, (2) the

constant K is the "coil gradient factor" equal to 0,86 (max) for a

circulai loop coil.
, ,

If we now examine Eq, (1) for the accelerating field, and ignore
. the slow variation of F with z_B/B o, we see that the accelerating

field is, to this order, independent of Bo. The significance of this

result is that at only the price of maintaini_",g constant ¢ and 13 in the

plasma, the accelerating gradient may be maintained for, in
principal, arbitrarily small values of the ratio AB/Bo, But as this

ratio becomes small it seems clear from first principles that the

degree of control over the accelerating fields and their spatial
distribution will become increasingly precise, particularly if _ and 13

are themselves both reasonably small compared to unity.

As an example of the levels of accelerating fields that might

reasonably be expected in a Mirrortron, Eq. (1) is evaluated for the

'following set of parameters'

= 0.1, 13= 0.25, Bo = 2 T, AB/B o = 0.5, other parameters as

before.

There results for the accelerating gradient, E.= 12 MV/m. This

' gradient is about 10 times as high as that believed to be achievable

in a vacuum-field heavy-ion accelerator of the induction type [8].
I

Other physics aspects of the Mirrortron concept, such as the

penetration of the magnetic pulse (facilitated by tile low plasma



density and by relativislic effects), reduction of beam space-charge

effects by the Mlrr0rtron plasma (increases beam-current capabili-
ties), etc., have been considered theoretically [9]. in addition,

computer simulations of the Mtrrortron have been performed [10] and

a small' "proof-of-principle" experiment [11] is underway at the
Livermore Laboratory. lt is hoped that these efforts will confirm

the value of the Mirrortron concept as a high-current, high-gradient,

heavy-ion accelerator for use in Inertial fusion.

III) The RF Mirrortron

AS noted in Section I of this report, impulsive forces on the

electrons can be generated either by pulsed mirror coils, as in the

Mirrortron, or by the sudden application of high-power microwaves,

arranged to be cyclotron resonant with electrons residing on a
microwave gradient. We shall call this latter situation "RF

' Mirrortron" action. Also as noted earlier, the RF Mirrortron is a

highly transient version of a much older idea, first explored in the

"PI6iade [3] experiments in the 1960's. In those early experiments a

cw magnetron was used to excite a cavity resonator immersed in a

magnetic field having a strong axial gradient. This resonator
surrounded a fused quartz tube within which a hot-electron plasma

was created by cyclotron-resonant heating of the electrons. Under
favorable conditions a substantial stream of accelerated ions was

propelled down the magnetic axis, and out the end of the cavity. In
some cases the energy of these ions exceeded 10 kilovolts and the

measured ion energy spectrun_ was remarkably narrow.

Recently, a new theoretical treatment of Pleiade-like situa-

tions has been given [12] that seems to explain many features of

those experiments, including the narrow energy spectrum that was
observed. In 'this model it is assumed that an ion-inertia-dominated

situation similar to that encountered in the Mirrortron exists, lead-

ing to the appearance of a potential well that constrains the hot
electrons to leave at the same rate as the ions. In Pl_iade this

latter rate is determined by the rate of generation of ions by



Ionization of neutral gas by the plasma electrons, According to the.

model, In order to escape from the potential well the electrons must

gain sufficient energy from the microwave source to "distill" over• ,

' the lip of the weil. This circumstance provides a self-consistent

set of equations sufficient to determine the magnitude of the

' potential and also to explain the narrowness of the energy spectrum
of the ions. We will not here discuss further the calculations

relating to PI6iade, but will instead here apply relevant features of
that theoretical model to the transient case, the one that closely

parallels the Ml.rrortron, where impulsive forces on the electrons,

the. quasi-neutral Constraint, and ion inertial response together
dominate the behavior....

,,

The physical, situation we have here in mind is that of an

isolated, short, column of plasma, created for example by photo-
ionization, and residing at t = 0 in a magnetic field with a longitudi-

nal gradient.

According to the model outlined above there must exist a

simple relationship between the accelerated ion current, I, coming

out of the plasma column, the absorbed microwave power, P, and the.
depth of the potential well confining the electrons, e¢. This is the

barrier they must surmount in order to leave (necessarily at the

same rate .as the ions, the charge balance requirement). This

equation is:

P = (e¢)l. (3)

In PI6iade the ion current, I, was determined by the rate of

ionization of the background gas. Here, in the pre-ionized column

the ions will leave at a rate determined by the self-consistent
m

electric field at the ends of the column. This will in turn be deter-

mined by momentum-balance requirements against the longitudinal
I "

gradient of the parallel component of the electron pressure at the

ends. A typical way to represent this situation, borne out under

L
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other similar circumstances by computer simulations, is to express
the current in terms of the "ion-acoustic speed", <v>ia, defined as"

<v>la-' _p_P. (4) 4

With this assumption, the ion current then becomes (within a!

' factor of 2)'

, I = _a2ni<v>la, (5)

. where ni is the ion density and a is the mean radius of the plasma
colurnn.

To determine the ion-acoustic speed, <V>la, self-consistently

we need to have a relationship between the parallel plasma pressure
and the potential. In the PI61ade theory previously alluded to this
relationship was determined through the use of an electron distri-
bution function that approximately modeled the combined effect of
strong rf heating and the existence of an energy cutoff set by the
potential. A similar distribution function has been described by

._ Matsuda, Nevins, and Cohen ['13]. The relationship in question is:

Pll "= o_ne(e¢), (6)

where for the distribution function that was used the value of the
proportionality constant, o_, is 2/15.

Using Eqs. (4), (5), (6), and (7) approximate expressions for the
potential and the average electric field (in the "sheath" at the end of
the column) can be derived. ThP.seare'

Pwatts

¢ = 1.6X 108 ,_--GnlJ ' volts, (17)

- 10 -
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1/3

E- 3410 . a2 " ["_1 volts/meter. (8)

, Here A is the atomic weight of the plasma ions (assumed singly

charged). High atomic weight ions are favored owing to their

greater inertia.
I

" An example such as the high-powered Free-Electron Laser

developed at Livermore will illustrate the very high transient
potentials and electric fields that it might be possible to generate

using modern gigawatt-level microwave sources. The parameters
assumed are: P - 2 x 10_ watts, A - 200, ni = 1013 cm -3, a -- 1.0 cm,

_,o_= 4/15. With these values one finds ¢ = 5 MV, E .=1.9 GV/meter, an

extremely high gradient by vacuum field standara_. This gradient

appears within the "sheath" region, the Debye scale length for which,
in this case, is about 0.5 cm.

lt is not obvious how one would incorporate space-charge

fields made by the method described into a practical accelerator.
However with the further evolution of microwave generators and of

pulsed plasma techniques one can hope that even higher gradients
can be achieved for which useful applications can be found.

IV) Transient Potentials Used to Enhance Confinement in

, Open Magnetic Confinement Systems:, An Example

Steady-state potentials ' of space-charge origin have been

successfully employed to enhance mirror confinement, both in

"conventional" Tandem Mirror [14,15] systems, and in Tandem Mirror
o systems with so-called "thermal barriers" (localized regions of

negative potential). In this section a speculative example will be

, given in which transient space-charge potentials, generated by the

techniques described in the previous sections, are used to enhance

-11 -



confinement 'in an ,open-ended system of the "multiple-mirror"

variety [16,17,18,19,20,21].

The enhancement of open-ended (here, mirror) confinement by

the use of multiple mirrors depends on the circumstance that parti- ,I

cles that escape from interior mirror cells of such a system can, if
the circUmstances are favorable, be delayed in their escape by being

re-trapped in outboard cells. A related problem, in which "rf
confinement" was involved, was analyzed by Taylor [19]. He showed

I

that if one considers the case of a large central cell fi_nked on each

end by a chain of auxiliary cells, the "effective" particle confil,e-
ment time of ions in the central cell (ow!ng to particles being

, diffused back from the auxiliary cells)increases linearly, with the

, number of auxiliary cells. (Since this is a diffusion problem, the

mean particle confinement time of the system as a whole will

increase quadratically with the number of cells.)

The example multiple-mirror sysL_,,m to which the application
is to be made is one discussed in a paper by Post and Li [22]. In this

paper analyses are given of the enhancement of multiple-mirror

particle confinement (over the value cal.culated by Taylor) that
might be realized if the loss and capture probabilities of the
outboard mirror cells could be made to be anisotropic,' that is, if

L

they could be biased toward inward diffusion.

The encouraging result from the Post/Li paper was that the

linear gain in confinement time of the central cell (with the number
of outboard cells) of Taylor is replaced by an exponential increase if

the probabilities could be biased. Other than to suggest that such

biases might be achieved by "...asymmetric mirror ratio . . . and/or
the use of rf fields . . . " there was no prescription given for design-

ing this kind of a multiple-mirror system. The suggestion made in

this report is that it may be possible to use transient space-charge

potentials to accomplish that end.

-12-



Transient space-charge potentials created by Mirrortron or RF
Mirrortron action have a special property, one that is not shared

with steady-state potentials such as are used to control end losses

" in the Tandem Mirror (TM). Since Mirrortron potentials are subject
to external Control as to their distribution both in space and in time

' it is possible to introduce the element of correlations_ into the

picture. That is to say, these potentials can be turned on and off

periodically irl such a way as to take advantage of flight-time
related correlations _ in the positions of particles moving axially.

The application to be described closely resembles the familiar .one

of synchronized traffic signals, used at rush hours to facilitate the
flow of traffic into or out of urban centers. As applied to the case

of plasma confinement in a multiple,mirror system the concept is
as follows'

Focused microwave power emitted in time-correlated bursts

is to be. incident on the "slopes" of ali the end cells of a ' multiple-

mirror system. When the microwave power is "on" it creates a

potential barrier that can reflect axially moving "passing" ions (i.e.,
ions that are otherwise untrapped axially), just as occurs in the TM.

When it is "off" those particles are unconstrained in their axial=

motion. If now these gating potentials are time-correlated to
,,

preferentially pass inward-moving ions moving at the mean ion

" speed the effect can be to introduce the kinds of biases needed to

implement the improved confinement described by Post and Li. As
described by their theory this improvement can arise from either or

both of two quarters. The first is the obvious one of enhancing the

probability of inward transport relative to outward transport. The
less obvious one is the enhancement of the probability of retrapping

-

of an outward-moving ion relative to that for inward moving ions.

• In order to obtain a first lock at the feasibility of using time-

correlated transient potentials to enhance confinement a simple

' computer code was written according to the following prescription °

I
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° Linear.geometry was represented by a finite array of discrete
points.

° At selected points along this array time-dependent "gates"

were inserted. (using "if" tests). ':/ ,

° "Ions" were launched axially from either the left or right', end

of the array at velocities distributed in accordance with a

', prescribed velocity distribution function and with a uniform
distribution in launch time relative to the phase of the gating

! potentials ....

• The flight times and escape ends of a series of such ions were

' tabulated for analysis.

Described in greater detail later, what was found from the

', code was that, as 'expected, particles launched in the inward direc-

tion at or near the mean velocity had both a high probability of

passing through the gates and a consequent short transit time On
the other hand, inward launched particles that did not make it

through but instead ended up on the outboard side took a much longer

time to escape from the array. Thus in a real multiple-mirror

system these ions would have a higher probability of being retrapped
than the ions that ended up on the inboard side. Both of these asym-
metries are in the favorable direction.

Examining now the trajectories of icns launched upstream,

from the inner side of the array it was found that if they made it

through .to the outboard end they took a long time to do it, as

compared to the time taken if they penetrated partway into the
array and then were reflected back to the end from wtiich they were
launched. These effects are also favorable ones for exploiting the

effect of asymmetry on confinement time.

As a help in visualizing the position/time trajectories of the

ions as modeled by the code,. Fig. (2) and Fig. (3) show. these



,/

/

trajectories (position horizontally and time vertically), for the two

example cases. In the run five equally spaced gates were used.
Illustrated are the trajectories for"

• An ion that is launched from the outside and_ passes through ali

' five gates unimpeded. '

°. An ion that is launched from the inside and escapes outwardly,

but only after undergoing several trapping/detrapping events.

The results of the statistical _analysis of the computer run are
summarized in Table I. The .first column in the Table gives ,the

launching direction, i.e., left-to-right (with. the flow) or right-to-

left (counter). The second column lists the normalized, weighted,

probability of the ions penetrating through the array, from
whichever direction. The third column lists the same probability for

the reflected ions. The fourth column is the weighted "flight

distance" for the transmitted ions, i.e,, the distance they travel

N= 43
U = '1
A=0

F0=0
K=I

q

I

Figure 2
L to R Transmitted Ion

- 15 ...
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,N = 103 --_ =_"" -- ' ' ' -
U=1.5

A=0 '
Fo=o
K = -1

!

Figure 3
i R to L Transmitted ion

J

|

Table I

Lau nching PT PR <d>T <d>R

L _ R 0.61 0.39 1.00 1.31

R --->L 0.59 0.41 2.34 1.26

enroute to their exit point, normalized to the weighted mean

distance travelled by the ,'right-to-left" (with-the-flow) transmit-

ted ions. The total number of ions involved in the statistical compi-

lation was 7600. The weighting was performed over an assumed

"loss-cone-like" distribution function of the forn'l f(v) = v2exp(-v2).

!1 The study was somewhat flawed by the fact that the contributions

I -i6- t



from Ions of very low energy ( < 0.25 times the energy at the peak of
the distribution) and at high energy ( > 2.25 that energy) are ignored.

On the other hand, an unwelghted distribution did not differ greatly

' from the weighted one, suggesting that, at least qualitatively, the

results are not overly sensitive to the exact s_,ape of the
' distribution function.

Examination of the table shows that there are substantial

anlsotroples in ali of parameters, The most significant ones are

those involving the transmission and reflection probabilities of ions
launched In the L --> R direction and the differences In flight distance

of the transmitted R _ L Ions as compared to the (reference)
transmitted L _ R ions.

]"he over-simplified example that has been given Is presented

only to make a point. The point is that in a partially ordered particle
system such as tile case of ions confined in mirror cells, lt should be

possible to take advantage of that partial ordering to enhance the
confinement.

Even though we are not dealing with a system In thermody-

namic equilibrium, there is a "thermodynamic price" to be paid for

using transient potentials in the method that has been outlined to

enhance confinement, One element of this price is the heating of the

electrons that will result from the generation of the potentials.
There are, however, two arnelioratlng factors that should come in

that could make this extra burden on the energy balance acceptable.

The first factor Is that the generation of the potential itself,

relying as it does on quasi-neutrality, involves processes which are

either independent of the plasrla density, or at most linearly depen-
,f

dent on the density. On the other hand, the fusion reactivity depends

quadratically on the density. At a high enough density, therefore,l

the latter should outweigh the former in the energy balance.

- 1'7 -
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The second factor that can help the energY balance comes from

a favorable circumstance associated with using microwave fields

acting on the electrons to create the potentials, Since ali that is
_ needed Is that during the time the .microwave power Is "on" the '

effective perpendicular temperature of the electrons is greater than
their parallel temperature the following possibility ex,lsts: If the
micro,wave pewer Is delivered at a _frequency that .lls somewhat

. ' above (below) the highest (lowest) resonant frequency of the
i electrons, yet below 'the second harmonic resonance, the perpen-
!
i dlcular energy of the electrons will oscillate about a mean,
i Increased, value. To lowest order., then, the heating will be zero.
i This kind of situation was well understood', early on, in the theory of

', rf confinement of plasma, such as that given by Watson [23].

|

. Another kind of "price" that might have to be paid for using the

scheme suggested here Is the enhanced radial transport that might
take .place If care was not taken to ensure a high degree of azimuthal
symmetry for the transient electric fields themselves. Azimuthal
asymmetries could lead to periodic E X B drifts that might be cumu-
lative in their action.

The example given here of the use of transient space-charge

potentials to enhance the confinernent of an open-ended.system
illustrates that there may be ways to take .advantage of correlation
effects to enhance confinement In those situations where the

plasma exists In a partially ordered state, as for example, In a

i mirror machine or in counter-streaming ion beams,

i .



V) Conclusion

This report has described various ways In which transient

' potentials may be generated In the Interior of plasmas by taking
advantage of ion Inertia in competition with electron mobility, The

' ability to generate such potentials could be of benefit to fusion

either through using lt to design new forms of heavy-Ion "drivers"

for Inertial fusion purposes, or possibly to enhance confinement In

open-ended magnetic confinement systems, Particularly for "low-Q"

systems, i.e,, ones that operate in plasma regimes that are not too

close to collisional equilibrium, this latter Idea may lead to fruitful

new approaches to the confinement problem.
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